About ConnexALL®

ConnexALL® breaks the barriers of proprietary interfaces, it provides a single point of management for ALL business systems which need to communicate events and status to many different devices.

ConnexALL® seamlessly integrates proprietary event-based business systems to an ever-expanding list of third-party notification technologies.

If “something happens” and “someone needs to know about it” ConnexALL® is the communications bridge that can intelligently bring the two together.

ConnexALL® is a standards-driven, modular based software engine. It integrates a wide range of communication resources to any business systems. The ability to receive real-time notifications and text messages anywhere in the world gives organizations the competitive edge in decision-making process.
**REAL-TIME NOTIFICATIONS**
- Automatically send alerts to the appropriate responder when patient call buttons are activated or monitoring systems detect an anomaly
- Allow individuals to trigger events or alarms manually from any location
- See status of any combination of patient monitoring systems from a centralized location or on a mobile device
- Send alerts to any device: email, pagers, monitors, wallboards and paging systems

**EVENT MANAGEMENT**
- Instantly transmit critical patient information to appropriate healthcare provider
- Automatically or manually escalate alerts if personnel don’t acknowledge receipt of an alert message
- Unique ring tones for each escalation level or event type
- Follow event and response progression in real-time

**COMMUNICATIONS**
- One-touch call-back to establish direct communication to patient
- One-touch call-forward to direct a call to another staff member (i.e. housekeeping)
- Update central whiteboard information in real-time

**MANAGING AND REPORTING**
- Access systems remotely using secure web-based or mobile communications
- Easily assign different zones to specific primary and back-up healthcare staff on the fly or create assignment plans for automatic schedule activation
- Map alerts areas and responder locations using GPS
- Track individual or facility response performance
- Analyze patient call frequency types and usage trends

**INCREASE SERVICES PROVIDED**
- Reduce patient request response times
- Create a quieter environment through reduction/elimination of overhead paging
- Spend more time on critical situations while still in communication with other patients
- Gather items or other services for patient requests en-route
- Prioritize critical patient requests

**CONNEALL®** is a highly flexible and scalable integration system, easy to configure, provides an intuitive user interface and includes extensive management reporting.

**Benefits:**
- Single-touch call connect
- Improve healthcare provider to patient communications
- Real-time patient status and request displays
- ConnexALL® leverages existing facility infrastructure